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Concerns About Open CEA Models

• Intellectual property rights/payment
• Trust
• Model access (who, when, how)
• Model storage/maintenance/updating
Proprietary vs. open access software

- Proprietary software
  - Developed and owned by single individual or entity
  - Source code is kept secret and is protected by copyright
    - License required

- “Open Source” software
  - Developed by community in collaboration
  - Source code is available, or “open”, to others and they can use it without restriction, improve it, troubleshoot, build on, etc.
  - Different forms of open source licenses
    - Copyleft licenses—must also release source code
    - Share source code without charging licensing fee

 Intellectual property rights

IP (Trust)
IP (Trust)

• How does one determine whom to trust with the code?
• How knowledgeable is the person who is requesting open access?
• Who even determines what is the “correct” way to use it?
**Model Access**

- **Who will have access?**
- **Terms of access**
  - Fee (fair?)
  - Short-term/long-term
  - Specific circumstances or freely available?
- **Type of license**
  - Individual licenses
  - Institutional
    - Seats within the institution or only individual licenses
- **How do we make terms restrictive “enough” so that developer(s) feel fairly compensated, but not so onerous that use by others becomes cost-prohibitive?**

---

**Model storage/maintenance/updating**

![Diagram of model repository and related components]
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- Model developer
- Model developer
- Model consumer
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Concerns (Access)

• Logistics for use/modification/updating
• Pharmaceutical company “work for hire” owned by the sponsor
  – How will the sponsor be fairly compensated for making an updated version available to the “competition”?
• Where will the model be stored—on the developer’s secure server and accessed remotely or downloadable to the user’s computer?
• How will the model be accessed by manuscript reviewers?

Concerns (Updating)

• How will user update the model with new or other data sources:
  – Upload new data to the developer’s machine and have the developer implement the model with the new data
  – Download model and implement on their own with no requirement to confer with the developer on how the model is being modified
Concerns (Updating)

- Incentive for developer to maintain/keep current the model they have “posted”?
- Control of model “versioning”?
- If proprietary software, e.g., TreeAge, is used to develop the model, how will it be “opened” and modified without software license, which can be expensive
Concerns

• Who will **adjudicate** these copyright and other use issues in a “model marketplace”?  
  – Panel or individuals?  
  • Panel composition (central body and/or independent expert committee)  
  • Partially or fully automated  
• How will people be encouraged to **contribute** to the marketplace?  
  Data sharing of any type prohibitive in the past due to lack of:  
  – Human and computational resources  
  – Bioinformatics expertise  
  – Legal agreements that enable sharing  
• **Initiation of request** to use an existing model  
  – Objectives, methods and terms sought by the user  
  – Who will evaluate this request?  
  – How will we make sure that neither side—the potential user nor the evaluator(s)—is biased towards the request?
Cultural Shift Necessary

Who will lead this shift from proprietary to open models?
Who will fund this shift?
How will this be maintained in the long-term?
How can this be encouraged in a culture where secrecy, competition and one-ups-man-ship has been the norm from time immemorial?
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